SERIES FICTION FOR KIDS in the CCPC Library
Discover a new fiction series for your kids to enjoy. This is just a sampling from our elementary
shelves, along the long wall on the left.
Goofy Glasses (J HODGSON) Desert Critter Friends series,
reading level 2, interest 4-7. Taylor the tortoise tries to prove
that he doesn't need glasses because he thinks he looks silly in
them.
Hank the Cow Dog, Original Adventures (ERICKSON #1)
Hank the Cow Dog is the self-appointed canine Head of Ranch
Security. In this first book, Hank and his little buddy, Drover,
set out to solve a series of baffling murders on the ranch, but he
ends up getting himself into trouble.

Chased by the Jewel Thief (J DOYL #11) A Daring Adventure series, age 9
and up. While sightseeing in Madrid, siblings Penny and Mark and their friend
David tangle with thieves over a fortune in stolen jewels and trust God to keep
them safe from danger.
In Fear of the Spear (J IMAGINATION #17) Imagination Station series, level
2nd grade+. Join cousins Patrick and Beth in the Imagination Station and travel
through history. In this story Beth ends up in the Amazon jungle while Eugene
tries to fix the Imagination Station.
Benjamin’s Secret Journal (BRUNO Secret #3) Secret Journals of Bible-time
Kids 'The impact of telling 'tall tales' isn't a modern problem! Just ask Benjamin, a
Bible-time kid who has a habit of exaggerating in order to get attention...'
The Tinker’s Daughter: A Story Based on the Life of Mary Bunyan (J LAWTON
#1) Daughters of the Faith series, ages 8-12. Born blind in 1650, Mary developed a
fierce determination for independence. When her father was imprisoned for
unlawful preaching, it was 10-year-old Mary who traveled the streets of Bedford
each day, bringing soup to him in prison.
Rachel and the Riot (J SISTERS Rachel) Sisters in Time
series, ages 8-12 When, in 1889, the streetcar drivers of
Minneapolis decide to strike for better wages, ten-year-old
Rachel finds that the increasingly violent rift between labor and
management is causing bitter divisions among her family and
friends.
Green Ember (J SMITH #1) The Green Ember series, listening
level elementary grades. This is a great family read-aloud. A
captivating story with sword-bearing rabbits, daring quests,
and moments of poignant beauty.
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